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Princes Parade Development –
Ecologist says ‘Good Job’ - So Far

Councillor
Accused of
Scaremongering
A candidate for the Kent
County Elections in May has
been accused of
scaremongering with claims
that the District will be under
water within 20 years unless
action is taken now.
The shock allegations came
at the Full Council meeting of
the Folkestone & Hythe
District Council when Green
Party member Georgina
Treloar said that she could
not back the proposed
Corporate Plan as she
claimed that it did not take
into account the very real
risks to the District from the
current climate and ecological
emergency.
During her addresses to
chamber, she even
suggested that the plan was
not really appropriate as the
likelihood was that the District
would be ‘totally underwater’
in 20 years!
Continued page 3

Jan Holben

watch – many expressed
sadness and anger at what they
It’s early March and work has
believe to be an illegal action of
commenced along Princes
cutting down trees during the
Parade in preparation for the
nesting season (Natural England
Princes Parade development,
says February until August). The
which includes a swimming pool, gathering of concerned people in
leisure centre and houses – with a small area necessitated
trees having been cut down near attendance by a policeman who
the towpath on the North bank.
dispersed the group in line with
Leaflets had been sent to
Covid guidelines.
residents living close to the
Princes Parade development
More trees are set to be cut down
advising of proposed activities.
in the area between Seaview
As small trees were being
Bridge and Seabrook Lodge –
trimmed back or cut down, small and for safety reasons the
groups of residents gathered
affected PROW will be closed off
along Princes Parade towpath to for a few days to allow work to

continue. The Responsible
Ecology officer had said that a
new area had also been cleared
to provide habitat for reptiles
which will be relocated from the
development area.
As the work started, and with
concerns about the legality of
cutting down trees in nesting
season, there were calls to get
the Green councillors ‘on the
case’ - and Cllrs Wing, Whybrow
and Treloar met with the
Responsible Ecology officer to
discuss what was happening on
the North side of the canal. The
Ecologist had said that the trees
Continued page 2
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been surveyed to ensure no nesting birds
would be disturbed – and claimed that
many of the trees being cut down were in
fact already dead. She went on to explain
that the cleared area will be seeded with
grass and the area monitored to see what
other plants grow there – with pollinators
being encouraged.
The Ecologist said that she thought that
the council had done a good job and that
when completed the wildlife habitat
would be better than before.

creation of new and improved existing
walking and cycling connections across
the site to facilitate access to the Royal
Military Canal and beach and importantly
to safeguard the site's key ecological
features and introduce new habitat to
encourage native species to flourish.
Ironically Cllr Lesley Whybrow, the leader
of the Green party, is the cabinet member

for the environment, so had full knowledge
of the work being carried out, prior to work
starting.
On social media, people have called for
the councillor responsible for this to resign.
Again, ironically it falls under the portfolio
of the Cabinet member for the
environment. Who is, you've guessed is
Cllr Whybrow the leader of the Hythe
Green Party.

Summing up she said: “I will be opposing this plan as it
does not go nearly far enough and does not fit with the
Council’s response to the Climate and Ecological Crisis
that the Council recognised two years ago. The Council
should be putting these things front and foremost within its
Corporate Plan and without doing this then the plan was
out of date even before it was published.”
When Ms Treloar was elected, she put forward with the
backing of her Party, a motion to announce a Climate
Emergency within the District and as a result a £10 million
fund was put in place to deal with this, and to find ways to
make the Council operate in a ‘greener’ and more
ecologically sustainable way.

Later that week it came to light that the
Responsible Ecology officer had not
actually been present when the tree
clearance works had commenced earlier
in the week – and Green Councillors
questioned if the work should have been
allowed to start - and have said they are
working with the police to determine if
there has been illegal activity.

At the time, this was questioned by some members of the
public who saw it as a knee jerk reaction and suggested
that the money could have been better spent on supporting
and improving local infrastructure.

Cllr Monk FHDC Leader responded to
complaints to say that no vegetation
containing nesting birds had been
disturbed.
Apart from development of new homes,
hotel, leisure centre and swimming pool,
FHDC objectives include the creation of
a large public park for recreation and
play, substantial vehicle free area, a
package of measures to restore, repair,
manage and interpret the canal as an
important Scheduled Ancient Monument,
the remediation of contaminated land,

Cllr Claims District will be
underwater in 20 years!

Police were called to remove protesters

Ms Treloar stated that she had just read a report by Sir
James Bevan, the Chief
Executive of the Environment
Agency, speaking to the
Association of British Insurers,
where he claimed the
breakdown of our climate was
not science fiction but science
fact and that the worst-case
scenarios of extreme weather
and flooding were now a very
regular occurrence. He went
on to plead with all politicians
to take action now. Ms Treloar
also claimed that he went on to
assert that within 20 years with
much higher sea levels, most
of the world’s cities will be
underwater and much of the
world’s surfaces will be
uninhabitable, which will lead
Cllr. Georgina Treloar
to the crushing of our eco
system and slash crop yield and destroy our economy.
She closed by saying; “I’m wondering why as a council we
have heard from the head of the Environment Agency
saying this, why is this not baked into our Corporate Plan, I
think this is appallingly negligent’.
Tony Hills, Kent County Councillor for Romney Marsh and
Chairman of the Kent Flood Risk Management Committee,
has been a long term sea defence campaigner for the
region. He told The Looker: “The Green Councillor for
Hythe West at the last meeting of the Folkestone & Hythe
Council was using remarks by Sir James Bevan Chief
Executive of the EA – who was looking worldwide in the
advance of COP26 later this year – to frighten residents of
Hythe and the Romney Marsh.”
He went on to say: “The Environment Agency are
committed to protect us, the residents and businesses of
Hythe & Romney Marsh, from flooding. So it was even
more galling to listen to Cllr. Georgina Treloar a Green
District Councillor, using the speech from Sir James as a
reason not to support the District’s Corporate Plan which
supports a greener District, at the Extraordinary Meeting of
the Folkestone & Hythe District Council on the 24th of
February.
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section of the defences, Hythe Ranges, is now finished and
will be officially opened this month. Just in the last couple
of weeks, we have received approval from the Secretary of
State to proceed with the Lydd Ranges Scheme, all part of
the wider strategy to protect us.”
Cllr Hills went on to explain that despite the claims from Cllr
Treloar, she obviously was not aware of the future plans for
the District that she represents. “The Folkestone to Cliff
End Strategy (FoCES) was approved by
Defra in 2010. It sets out our plans to
manage flood and erosion risks along
the Romney Marsh coastline over the
next 100 years, taking the predicted
impacts of climate change into
account.
Much of Romney Marsh is below the
present-day high tide sea level. We
have over 14,500 homes, 700
businesses and nationally important,
critical infrastructure, all at risk of
flooding… without defences. The
strategy identifies how we can
improve our existing defences to
reduce flood risk to Romney
Marsh to a 0.5% chance in any
Cllr. Tony Hills
year.
“Yes, the Government will be taking a lead on climate
change at the COP26, the world needs to take action, and
Sir James Bevan is right to warn the world that we need to
reduce emissions as a matter of the greatest urgency to
change our ways. The EA locally has completed many
flood defences projects around Romney Marsh with a
spend of over £130 million. The Hythe Ranges sea
defences just completed, the Lydd Ranges Scheme will
see another £40 million spend. But at County as well as
District level we must work hard to focus on adapting,
making our communities more resilient to climate change.
Kent County Council is making great strides towards ‘net
zero’ in its own estate by 2030, like our local District
Council, setting a great example.”
The comments sparked a large response from people who
viewed the debate online, and commented on social media
with very mixed opinions. Claire Banks from Hythe agreed
with Cllr Treloar saying: “Why do we keep building new
homes if what Ms Treloar said was true and we will all be
underwater within 10-20 years?”
Anne Neill said: “Well done Georgina, you are right on the
money! Which is why I voted for you. But the first thing
you should do is to try and stop our country allowing illegal
migrants coming into our country, then we would not have
to be building more homes and hospitals, this would help
with reducing our carbon footprint. Like you I do not drive a
car and even though when the weather is bad, riding my
bike is a much better option. Green is the future.
Everyone vote Green before it’s too late.”
Tyrone Powell said on facebook: “She is totally bonkers, if
we did what she wanted, no one would ever drive a car
again, in fact we would do nothing other than sit around
waiting for the big flood to come. Perhaps if she is so sure
this will happen, she should start building an ark!”

“Yes, climate change is a threat to our world, and yes, we
will see rising sea levels and temperatures. As a District,
County and Country we should do everything we can to get
to net zero, to set an example to the rest of the world. Both
Kent County Council and Folkestone & Hythe District
Council are committed to reach this target by 2030 on their
own estates.

Drew Creswell posted: “This is the kind of knee jerk
reaction, you would expect from an extremist, There must
be an election looming? The worrying thing is some people
believe this rubbish that she is spouting, we all know there
is a climate emergency, and the UK is doing more than
most to combat it. But talk like this just breeds anxiety, and
fear! Maybe this is more to do that she and all of her other
Hythe Greenies, stood on one policy in our part of Kent to
stop Princes Parade, stating no one in Hythe wants it.
Again, more Fake News! Lots of people in Hythe want this.
She failed there and looks like her scaremongering will
come back and bite her in the bum.”

“Speaking as the Deputy Cabinet Member for the
Environment at KCC, I can say we are well on track to
achieving this. Great progress is being made towards this
target. I have campaigned for over twenty years to get
better protection for the Marsh from the sea. The latest

What do you think... Will the district be underwater
within 20 years or do you think that Georgina is
scaremongering? Email :info@thelooker.co.uk
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Ecological work
begins by the
Royal Military
Canal

Ram Raided
shop could be
closed for
weeks

Last week saw a landmark occasion in the long
running saga of the New Leisure pool at Princes
Parade when work has begun to improve the
ecology of the northern bank of the Royal
Military Canal for reptiles, bats and birds.

As we went to press in our last
edition, we had the alarming news of
the unsuccessful smash and grab
raid on the popular Tesco Express
store in Dymchurch. Although we
had some basic information, we now
have the full details.

The work, recommended by ecologists, is part of
the plan for Folkestone & Hythe District Council
to carefully manage the wildlife of the Royal
Military Canal long-term as part of the Princes
Parade development.
Council officers are removing dense vegetation –
including dead trees and invasive weeds – to
create a better environment for certain species
of wildlife. The work has been carefully timed to
minimise the effect on nesting birds later in the
season.
Cllr David Monk, Leader of Folkestone & Hythe
District Council, said: “We appreciate the
inconvenience these footpath closures may
cause and we’ll make sure alternative routes are
clearly marked.
“Vegetation is being removed to encourage
grassland so – as with many landscaping
changes – the area affected may look sparse
initially. However, the less this is disturbed the
quicker the new shrub and grassland will be
established. I want to thank residents for their
patience while we complete these works”.
All works are scheduled to be completed within a
few weeks. And then more substantial work will
begin to clear the site of any contaminants
before the main construction starts and the road
is rerouted to follow the canal bank behind the
development, which in turn will open up the
promenade for a more leisure based offering,
which will include coffee bars and a small
boutique hotel along with 150 new houses with
views over the channel and across the canal.
This project has split the council since the last
election, with many of the Hythe, councillors
standing on the ticket that a vote for them would
stop the building of the pool and houses.

to confirm that all colleagues have
already been redeployed to
alternative nearby Tesco stores in
Folkestone, Cheriton and Ashford.
Police are still eager to find out
information about the unsuccessful
attempted robbery, which happened
at 2.15am on Sunday, February 28th.
Three vehicles, thought to have been
stolen or displaying fake number
plates, included a silver 4x4 and a
flatbed Ford Transit with a crew cab.
The vehicles are said to have been
parked in the shop’s car park at the
time but all left the scene after the
incident and are believed to have

The Looker has learnt that Tesco
Express will probably remain closed
for several weeks after the ram-raid
caused significant structural damage
to the building.
Although the cash machine was not
stolen during the attempt, a huge
hole was left in the shop, which
sustained major damage. The hole
has now been boarded up, but it is
understood that the damage, which
travelled towards Hythe.
affects one of the main corner
supports, will need significant repairs.
The digger is also believed to have
been stolen from the Dymchurch
The news that the store could
possibly be closed for weeks comes beach car park at around 1.40am.
The track marks from the digger can
as a major blow to locals, many of
whom depend on the shop for most of still be seen where it made its way to
the store, driving along the grass
their everyday shopping.
verge before crossing the road. This
explains how no one saw the huge
A Tesco spokeswoman said: “Our
Dymchurch Express store is currently digger approaching the site.
closed after an attempted robbery
caused significant damage to the
structure of the building. We know
the store is much valued by the
community and we’re really sorry this
has caused so much unnecessary
inconvenience for our customers.
We’re working hard to reopen,
however the most important thing is
the safety of the building and carrying
out the necessary repair works and
unfortunately as a result we don’t
foresee reopening for a number of
weeks."
News that the store would be closed
raised fears that jobs could have
been put at risk, but Tesco was quick

enquiries@loulabellesflorist.co.uk

Detectives in the Kent and Essex
Serious Crime Directorate are
investigating and would like to hear
from anyone who has information.

With Covid restricts still uncertain as we go into the summer months,
the committee of the largest free event on the Romney Marsh have
made the decision to cancel this years event.
A press release has been sent to local groups who would normally
participate.
The statement said:
“We are extremely sorry to
announce that we have had to
cancel the 2021 New Romney
Country Fayre scheduled for
Saturday 31st July.
Although we had hoped to be
able to stage the event in some
form this year, the advice we
have received this week from
the Safety Advisory Group and
NHS England is that the date falls too close to the lifting of Covid
restrictions on 21st June. Therefore, permission for the staging of the
Fayre would not be granted due to concerns surrounding social
distancing and control of visitor numbers.
All our committee members are extremely sad to have to cancel the
Country Fayre for the second year in succession, but as responsible
event organisers, we have to put the health and safety of our
community, volunteers and participants first.
We will be contacting all those who have made financial contributions
towards this year’s Fayre in due course to offer refunds or to ask if
they would like to have stall deposits, donations, etc rolled over to
2022.
The date of the 2022 New Romney Country Fayre will be Saturday
30th July. We are determined to be back next year to once again stage
an event that the whole community can be proud of.”

A spokesman for Kent Police said:
"We would also like to obtain
dashcam footage from any motorist
who was travelling on the A259 in
Dymchurch between 1.30am and
2.30am on February 28th."
Anyone with information can call Kent
Police on 01843 222289 quoting 280093 or Crimestoppers anonymously
on 0800 555111, or complete an
online form at www.crimestoppersuk.org.

33 High St, New Romney, Kent. TN28 8BW

01303 232575 01797 363399
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New Romney Country Fayre
cancelled for second year

This news come after it was announced that Lydd Club Day would
also be cancelled for another year. Nigel Hawkins from the Club Day
Committee told The Looker: “It is with great disappointment that we
have made the decision to cancel this years Lydd Club Day. This is not
a decision that was taken lightly, many options were looked at but
however none of which were viable at this stage.
Boris' latest announcement gives us all hope for a brilliant summer
with an end to social restrictions and we cannot wait to bring Lydd
Club Day back, bigger and better then ever, for 2022.
As always, thank you for your continued support and we will post AGM
details nearer the time for anyone who wishes to come and join the
team.”

VOTECONSERVATIVE
TO
CONSERVE
OUR PRECIOUS
ENVIRONMENT
Conservatives -a party in government that is serious
about tackling climate change.
Conservatives making sure Kent County Council is well on track to
achieve net zero carbon emissions for its buildings, operations and
traded services by 2030.

Vote for Kent's authentic green party on 6th May 2021
Your candidates
• Cheriton, Sandgate and Hythe East: Rory Love
• Romney Marsh: Tony Hills
• Folkestone West: Dylan Jeffrey
• Folkestone East: Dick Pascoe
• Hythe West (including Dymchurch): Andy Weatherhead
• Elham Valley: Susan Carey
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Promoted by Russell Tillson on behalf the Conservative Party, both of F&HCA, 4 West Cliff Gardens, Folkestone, Kent CT20 1SP

Littlestone RNLI
remembers three crew
who were lost 130 years
ago last week
Our district has long had connections with the sea and saving
lives along this part of the coastline. In a week when nationally
we remembered the loss 34 years ago of the Herald of Free
Enterprise, an event that shocked the whole country, this week
also marked the loss of the crew of the littlestone lifeboat
Last Wednesday we remember the crew lost on March 9 1891 for
their determination and courage while attempting to saves

lives in the tremendous storms of that day.
A severe gale was blowing through the English Channel.
Coastguards and local fishermen were already dealing with a
wreck at Dengemarsh in the West Bay and had managed to
save eight of the crew already using a rocket line fired from a
Lyle Gun to shoot a line across the wreck.
A more serious incident was taking place at No2 Coastguard
Station at Lade. Two Schooners Echo and Hugh Barclay had
been sighted in trouble during a severe snow blizzard.
The crew of the Littlestone Lifeboat Sandal Magna were alerted
and in the terrible weather conditions knew they had a difficult
task ahead of them but there was no lack of volunteers.
On the first attempt to launch the Lifeboat was swept back
ashore by the huge waves as though it was a toy boat. The
second attempt was definitely no better with the seas boiling
and massive waves crashing onto the beach. The launchers
pushed on. On the fourth attempt the launchers managed to get
the Sandal Magna afloat but after a short while the boat
capsized in heavy seas throwing Coastguard Bennet from the
boat. She righted herself quickly and Bennet was grabbed fast
by his crew mates and hauled aboard.
Another huge wave crashed into the boat and this time swept
out William O’Ryan who was rapidly swept out of sight of the
others.
The Coxswain, coastguard Clifton could no longer control the
boat and the crew hung on for their lives.
The next wave hit them hard and again, overturned the lifeboat
which swept them all into the unforgiving seas.
Three of the courageous coastguards drowned. William O’Ryan,
Samuel Hart and Thomas Sullivan-chief boatman in charge of
the station.

Unaware that things had gone
badly the launch crew, last
sighting the lifeboat on course to
rescue went to the station for
shelter from the appalling
weather so it was quite a while
before the full extent of the
tragedy was known.
The three lifeboat men were laid
to rest in New Romney
churchyard and the gravestones
can still be visited to this day.
The remainder of the crew were
Coxswain Clifton, 2nd Coxswain
Walker and Coastguards Horton,
Bennet, Furber, Guy, Jackson
and Cowell.
The Mayors of Lydd and New Romney with their respective
corporations presented the crew of the Sandal Magna with a
certificate recognising their heroic efforts to save lives at sea.
William Furber, one of those who survived the tragedy, was
appointed second coxswain in 1895 and coxswain the following
year. He served in that role for nearly fourteen years. He went on
to celebrate his 100th birthday on the 16th July 1949.
Each year volunteers from Littlestone Lifeboat Station honour
those who died that day during the Remembrance service on
11th November.
130 years on and the volunteer crew at Littlestone RNLI, today
operating an Atlantic 85 lifeboat, continue to dedicate their time
to saving lives at sea off the Kent coast.
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Welcome to edition 270

Editor’s Word
Well the life of a newspaper editor is never a dull one!
Following the TV interview that rocked the nation, between
Prince Harry and Megan and Oprah being screened recently, I
was surprised when a very old friend of mine who I had not
seen for over 25 years called me early on Monday morning to
ask if I would like to be the voice of the ‘man on the street’ in
the United Kingdom.
The last time I saw Jim Chicky he was working as a producer
on board the Vistafjord Cruise ship where I was an onboard
entertainer. Since then he has risen to the heady heights of
senior producer for the CBS network media group based in
New York and wanted to have someone from the UK to give
their views on the show. I explained that I had not seen it, but
he sent a link to an online edited version. I went live for my
two minutes and 35 second interview with Gayle King and
Anthony Mason, where I did my best to be as neutral as I
could be, my underlying message being I thought it was a
shame the couple felt the need to sort out their family
differences in public and hoped that they could find a way to
repair the damage between themselves.
I was then questioned on what Gayle King said was the huge
amount of racist press against Megan, perhaps on this point I
was not so neutral. I said that in my opinion the exact
opposite was true, up until they had got married the UK press
had welcomed Megan with open arms and that this claim had
been made a number of times. I challenged them to give me

one example, even going so far as to say that I was not
denying that there had been racist remarks, but felt that most
of them came from American publications.
So I ended the call and by then my social media had erupted,
with friend requests from all over America along with plenty of
comments later in the morning from UK facebook followers.
As I pointed out I have opinions and never mind sharing them.

Dog Snatching
on the
Increase

It was picked up that the last edition of The Looker had an
advert for the county elections in May. For the record, I would
like to inform you, the reader, that all the main political parties
are offered the same deal. The Looker has spoken to
members of the Labour Party, Green Party and Liberal Party.
As editor I have to be very careful and we always try to offer
counter points to any article that we write.

Dog owners are being extra cautious
when walking their dogs after a recent
spate of pet thefts across our district. It
has been reported that there have been
multiple attempts to take dogs in New
Romney and Dymchurch.
In one audacious attack a masked man
snatched a pug from Ann Cowlard, who
has contacted The Looker and asks our
readers if anyone has any information
to help retrieve her dog.
She described the traumatic event; she
was walking her group of seven dogs in
Lydd on Wednesday 24th February
when she came across a stranger in an
alleyway.
She told The Looker: “The man, who
was dressed all in black, bent down to
greet one of my cream-coloured pugs,
he quickly unclipped her collar, and
then ran off with her.”
The 11-year-old dog is hard of hearing
and has lost half her teeth, and has not
been seen since despite the best
efforts of the police and the Lydd
community.
It has deeply affected Mrs Cowlard. "I
can't explain how devastating
something like this is. I do the same
walk every day at the same time – but I
definitely won't be from now on. I had

On a more positive note, with lockdown being eased over the
coming weeks, we are looking forward to getting out and
about and reporting on more events and activities within our
district. You will see elsewhere, the sad news that neither the
New Romney Country Fayre nor the Lydd Club Day, will go
ahead this year, but we hope to soon have news of a Looker
Family Fun Day which, Covid permitting, we want to stage in
September. We are hoping to ask the New Romney Town
Council to allow us to stage a ‘party in the park’ concert one
Saturday afternoon, which will be free to attend. With live
music and other family attractions, it would be our way of
celebrating what we hope will be the end of the most crippling
period since the Second World War.
We have asked Paul Thomas, the Mayor of New Romney, to
put this on the agenda of the next Council meeting and after
that we hope the Council will work with us to make this a
successful family fun day. It would be great if other towns and
villages could do the something similar?
Happy reading.
David & The Looker team

walked across The Rype and was
about to go down the alleyway behind
the community centre. There was a
man all in black so I waited for him to
come down the alley because of social
distancing. When he came through he
bent down to make a fuss and said
‘you're lovely doggies, aren't you'. He
was stroking one of their heads and
unclipping the lead with the other hand.
I screamed and went hysterical but he
picked her up and ran off with her."
The theft happened between 10.30am
and 11am on Wednesday, 24th
February near to Robin Hood Lane
where Mrs Cowlard lives.
"No one's going to want her aside from
me as she's going deaf and has lost
half her teeth. I really hope she has
been dumped somewhere and we can
find her.
"I'm going out at a different time now.
When it first happened I said I'm not
going out the house any more, but I
can't do that because the dogs need
exercise."
Mrs Cowlard says she is incredibly
thankful to everyone who has helped to

try and locate her stolen dog. Police
have described the suspected thief as
about 5’ 10” tall, of stocky build and
with dark brown eyes.
Anyone who thinks they have
information on the dog theft should
contact Kent Police on 01843222289, quoting reference
46/30585/21.
Or they can call 01797 320788.

Rural Crimes:
Extracts from Kent Police Rural Task Force:
Police Rural Task Force Officers attended a site in the
Ashford area to try and effect the arrest of a male for the
offence of Burglary that took place on the 19/01/2021. Whilst
at the address a Red Honda Quad bike was located. Checks
completed and this was established to have been stolen from
a Farm in the Romney Marsh area. Vehicle was recovered.
Wanted male was spoken to on the phone as not at the
location and was later arrested for the Burglary and the Theft
of the Quad.
Report of Hare
Coursers in the area of
Brookland, New
Romney. Rural Task
Force Offices attended
and stop checked 2
males in a Fiat vehicle.
Also, in the vehicle was
a light coloured lurcher.
Both males were
known for hare
coursing offences. Both said they were walking/exercising
together and lived together. No evidence of hare coursing at
this incident but COVID penalty tickets issued.
As we enter the lambing season livestock worrying
incidents continue to be reported, all such incidents are
investigated by the Rural Task Force, utilising where possible
DNA evidence to support prosecutions. These incidents are
very distressing to all involved and dog owners are reminded
to keep dogs on a lead when around livestock.
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Ben will cover the
distance from Land’s
End to John O’Groats –
without leaving Kent
A dad is hoping to raise hundreds of pounds for NHS
heroes by completing a virtual run/walk from Land’s End to
John O’Groats.
Ben Sackett, from Folkestone, will tackle the 874-mile
distance on local roads throughout 2021, meaning he has
to run or walk at least 17 miles each week.
The 36-year-old dad of two is hoping to raise at least £600
for East Kent Hospitals Charity’s Helping Your Hospitals
appeal. He chose the charity as a way of saying thanks
after NHS staff looked after his brother and his father last
year.

most of his left eye in
September last year, but
thanks to the quickthinking of the team at the
Kent and Canterbury
Hospital he was able to
start treatment to stop his
condition worsening.
And his dad was taken to
the William Harvey
Hospital in Ashford with
heart problems in October.
Ben said: “We are so
grateful for everything the local NHS did for both of them so
this is a small way of saying thank you.
“I want to raise as much as I can to support the staff and
take care of their needs while they are so busy taking care
of everyone else.”
East Kent Hospitals Charity’s Helping Your Hospitals
appeal funds projects and items to boost staff morale and
wellbeing during the pandemic.

Ben said: “I was looking for something to challenge myself
that would allow me to fundraise for NHS staff at the same
To support Ben’s fundraiser, visit https://
time and this seemed like a good challenge.
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/ben-sackett-end-2-end
“They have been heroes over the past year with everything
they have had
to deal with
because of the
coronavirus
pandemic, but
Bens
they have also
done an
Goal
amazing job of
looking after
my younger
brother and my
father as well.”
Ben’s brother
suddenly lost
the vision in his
right eye and

Time for a cup of tea and
a chat?
CARM ‘The Bridge’ Meeting Point is coming soon to
New Romney. Every fortnight from 2nd July 2021.
What a long year it has been, but we now have a cautious
‘roadmap’ towards a time when we can again meet with family,
friends and acquaintances. The simple act of having a cup of tea,
a slice of
cake and a chat with
other people is
something
we have missed
very much.
Our CARM
Meeting
Points began
over 30 years
ago for just
that purpose –
to bring
members of
the
community
together to meet regularly for a cup of tea and chat as a response
to the loneliness and social isolation that many of us can feel,
particularly as we become older, or vulnerable in some way. As
the years have gone by, Meeting Points have evolved to offer
speakers, outings, activities, games, and access to health and
social services such as Hi Kent hearing aid clinics, Carer’s
Support, Citizens Advice.
Our newest Meeting Point planned opening is for Friday 2nd
July at 10.30 a.m. at the Romney Resource Centre, Unit 12,
Mountfield Road. We have called it ‘The Bridge’ Meeting Point
because it is only a stone’s throw from the railway bridge linking
Littlestone and New Romney; and because we hope it will
become a bridge between generations, with young people from
The Marsh Academy volunteering their time through our
‘Generations Connect’ project. This is a really exciting innovation
where we hope that generations young and old will find common
interests, sharing wisdom, skills and laughter.
Each CARM Meeting Point is very different because they reflect
the interests of its members. Some Meeting Points love to have
speakers talking about travel or history, others like a game of
bingo, scrabble, or a raffle. Some like to try crafts, or new
activities. Others like information, or visits from the Community
Warden. Most groups are very fond of an outing, such as a cream
tea or fish and chips by the sea; and ALL the members enjoy a
cup of tea and a natter, of course! Your CARM Meeting Point
really is your place to come together and enjoy as you wish.
We are looking for a dozen members and a couple of volunteers
to get started. If you are interested in coming along, or would like
some more information, do give us a call on 01233 758122
or send an email to our Meeting Point Coordinator:

katie@carmromneymarsh.org.uk.
We’d love to meet you, and the lovely Kath from the Romney
Resource Centre has kindly offered to make us a Chocolate
Fudge Cake with zesty lemon topping and filling for the inaugural
meeting!
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Damian Collins MP

Our Man In Westminster
his week all students will return to school for the first
time since Christmas. Many will have been looking
forward to escaping from remote learning and having a
chance to be with their friends again. This is an
important step on our journey out of COVID lockdown.
Nationally, the spread of the virus is now at a fourmonth low, and in Folkestone and Hythe the seven-day
average daily infection rate is at its lowest since 16th
October, at just 6.4 cases per day. To put that in
context, at its peak at the end of December, the same
rate was 135. Now that over 35% of people in England
have received the coronavirus vaccine we’ve also seen
hospitalisation rates fall to less than a fifth of what they
were in January. If this progress continues we can look
forward to further significant steps in lifting the social
contact restrictions in the coming weeks.
Last Wednesday the Chancellor, Rishi Sunak
presented his Budget statement to the House of
Commons. Among the many measures announced I
was pleased to see that he has extended the VAT cut
to 5% for hospitality, accommodation and attractions
across the UK until the end of September, followed by
a 12.5% rate for a further six months until 31 March
2022. This measure is particularly important for the
many tourism and hospitality businesses in our area
that have been so badly affected by the lockdowns.
The Chancellor was also right to extend the £20 per
week uplift in Universal Credit, and the Coronavirus
Job Support Scheme, to September 2021.
This week the Independent Chief Inspector of Borders
and Immigration, along with Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
of Prisons, have published their report into Napier
Barracks in Folkestone, which has been used since
last September to accommodate young adult men
seeking asylum in the UK. Following their inspection of
Napier in February they are critical of the living
conditions at the Barracks, and the fact that
consideration was not given to managing COVID in
accommodation units where up to 400 people are
living in shared sleeping, washing and eating facilities.
Concerns were also raised about the length of time
people were placed there, and the lack of information
about when they would receive the results of their
asylum application.
These were all issues that I raised with Folkestone and
Hythe District Council when we were first told about
the plan to use Napier Barracks for this purpose.
Napier was only supposed to be a temporary facility for
the Home Office, and their lease on the site expires in
September. I hope that they listen to the findings of this
independent report and work through a managed
closure of Napier Barracks over the coming weeks.
Finally, Creative Folkestone have given us something
positive to look forward to with the announcement for
the dates for this year’s Triennial art festival. Initially
planned to open in September last year, it will now run
from Thursday 22 July until Tuesday 2 November,
featuring twenty newly commissioned artworks.
Curated for a third time by Lewis Biggs, the Triennial is
entitled The Plot, and invites visitors to consider urban
myths and their relation to verifiable facts. This would
seem to be an appropriate theme for our times, as well
as an idea to explore stories from Folkestone’s past.
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Folkestone Triennial
goes ahead 12 months
after lockdown causes
postponement
The Folkestone Triennial, which is one of the largest permanent
art instillations in the world, will go ahead this years, 12 months
after it was meant to be scheduled, and organisers hope will
bring thousands of visitors into the district.
The Triennial is from July 22nd until the 2nd of November.

Free to enjoy and open to all, the Triennial is one of the UK’s
most ambitious art exhibitions. Following its run, some works will
remain as permanent additions to Creative Folkestone Artworks,
which currently features 74 artworks located across the town
and harbour and accessible throughout the year. Dedicated to
producing and enabling the very best creative activity that has
transformed Folkestone and East Kent, and continues to do so,
Creative Folkestone’s mission is to make the town a better place
to live, work, play and visit.
Celebrated artist Rana Begum has been revealed as the artist
behind the impressive designs of the newly refurbished and
repainted beach huts in Folkestone.
The striking design scheme encompassed 80 new wooden
chalets built along the seafront in Folkestone. Battling against
delays due to the elements and covid, council officers
implemented the artists design using 118 different paint colours.

In addition, 35 of the existing beach huts have had a facelift and
The Creative Folkestone team have been working on how we
work has been carried out in the surrounding area to improve
can safely bring back this huge art instillation. This summer we
will launch the Triennial with new ways to enjoy online as well as retaining walls and repair ramps and steps. Forty-four beach
huts that were falling into disrepair were demolished as part of
in real life in the great outdoors.
the project. Folkestone Town Council are installing CCTV to
Alastair Upton, Chief Executive, Creative Folkestone says: "After cover the area and help keep the beach huts protected from
vandalism.
a year’s delay, and all that has happened in that time, we are
delighted to present the return of the Folkestone Triennial this
Cllr John Collier, Folkestone & Hythe District Council’s Cabinet
summer. Folkestone’s communities have been so supportive of
each other these last twelve months and have shown incredible Member for Property Management and Grounds Maintenance,
said: “We were delighted to partner with Creative Folkestone
resilience despite being one of the hardest hit by Covid-19. The
and turn a refurbishment and development project into a
pandemic has highlighted the value of culture in our everyday
visionary and head-turning piece of art. “These beach huts
lives, and now we can celebrate our town, reimagined by a
brilliant line-up of artists, and show the world what Folkestone is embody the spirit of Folkestone – bold, creative and
extraordinary. I am thrilled that they will be part of the very
made of."
special Triennial this year.”
Curated by Lewis Biggs, Folkestone Triennial 2021, The Plot,
invites visitors to consider urban myths and their relation to
verifiable realities: the gap between the story and the materiality. The scheme has been supported by the trustees of the
Folkestone Parks and Pleasure Grounds charity as a way of
Here, new, site-specific sculptures and installations will be sited
regenerating the area and discouraging anti-social behaviour.
along three routes synonymous with historic Folkestone
narratives. By borrowing from, or lending to, these stories, the
To find out more about this year’s Folkestone Triennial please
exhibition raises questions around the correlation between tales visit creativefolkestone.org.uk/folkestone-triennial
and the urbanism of the town, calling upon a consideration of
‘place-making’.
Lewis Biggs expands: "When I started planning this
exhibition and inviting wonderful artists to consider sites
in the town, I couldn’t have imagined how the coming
pandemic would foreground The Plot’s global themes.
Ownership of the truth and of scientific method have
never been more contested, as different social and
economic interests battle to determine the narrative
about, and reaction to, Covid-19 and its variants (as
well as to the climate emergency, BLM, the US
Presidential election, human rights in China etc).
Perhaps more surprisingly, lockdowns, travel bans and
‘staycations’ have demonstrated just how important to
our well-being is the neighbourhood outside our front
doors, leading us to re-evaluate the material quality of
our local environment and amenities, the corner shops
and parks no less than the broadband, as being ‘vital’
rather than merely ‘desirable’."

Road Map to the new age
– PC ( post - Covid )
Well at the beginning of the month, I waited with bated breath, for
Boris Johnson to announce to the nation the much anticipated
‘Road Map’ to exit lockdown. It makes no difference what your
political opinions are and being a minister at this time cannot be
easy, as no matter what you do there will always be a counter
opinion. And yes, lots of mistakes along the way.
I have had so many letters and emails from people saying ‘if only
we’d locked down sooner and harder’ or ‘the lockdown is a joke,
when people are blatantly flouting the rules’. But we are where we
are – that’s the only fact that matters at the moment. It’s what we
do next that counts.
One thing is for sure, we have all had to become more resilient and
‘think outside the box’ in so many ways over the past 12 months.
We have seen great community spirit along with acts of great
kindness too, with volunteers helping with community hubs and
vaccine centres, just as a couple of examples.
But let’s not kid ourselves, things are going to change. It’s a hard
fact of life that everything changes, for better or for worse.
The one thing that I really do think will change for the better is the
return to local shops, the ones where the shop owner knows you by
name. The kind of shop where you are met with a smile and the
owner has a pretty good idea of what you want, sometimes simply
asking ‘would you like the usual?’
There’s no doubt the Amazon effect is taking over the world, just to
give you an example they generate $410 million dollars per day in
revenue, which equates to $280,000 a minute! Shops offering
things that Amazon cannot are starting to get ready for what some
people see as a timely and positive resurgence.
This is where I get my blatant plug in for The Looker… You may
know that The Looker opened an office in Hythe last summer, along
with a sweet shop to help subsidise the business. Well we
obviously had to close the shop in December and have been
working from home. You may remember that I introduced the hobby
of model railways into the shop and built a small model railway that
many children, from 3 to 93, have enjoyed. During lockdown I have
been buying and selling model railway items online. So much so
that we have now moved the Looker office to one of the outside
buildings and re-arranged the shop so that the front of the shop is

still a sweet shop, but the back is now part of what we are calling
the Kent Model Exchange.
The shop will be selling pre-loved model railway bits and pieces
along with accessories. But to be different, we are also selling
models on behalf of others, along with an online shop and facebook
group.
We are trying to utilise the space we have to get the maximum
return from it and many other shops are doing the same, for
example offering coffee tables for customers to sit and relax whilst
partners are looking through the goods on display.
Over the next 10 years the area is about to undergo a massive
change in the way the towns look and operate, with the District
Council investing huge sums of money to regenerate the area. You
will read more about this over the coming months in The Looker.
Talking of traders, it is also good to see that bartering seems to be
making a comeback too, the ultimate ‘you scratch my back and I will
scratch yours’.
I heard of one example of an electrician putting in some additional
sockets to a house in exchange for the owner laying a foundation
for a garden shed. And I know of a lady who last year made an
anniversary cake in exchange for adjusting some curtains.
It almost reminded me of one of the television programmes I grew
up with in my youth, Noel Edmonds’ Multi-Coloured Swap Shop.
The idea was simple, someone would call in show an item, maybe
an unwanted Christmas or birthday present and then ask if anyone
wanted to swap for an item that they preferred.
It’s a very basic formula, you have what I want and I am prepared to
swap this for that! I started to wonder if we could actually set up a
kind of Looker Swap Shop Page? I am thinking about this as I
write… I think it’s a good idea. So perhaps if you have a service or
something that you want to offer in return for something else, let us
know and we can dedicate a part of the paper to a Swap Shop. You
could swap anything from a practical skill to a product.
The paper would suggest a donation of £5 to promote this (to cover
the cost of printing) and we can see if we have any takers.
As ever, let me know what you think on my email,
david@thelooker.co.uk
And if maybe you have any model railway bits that you would like to
sell, you can also contact me at david@kentmodelexchange.co.uk

Phil Sterling
Garden Service

All it takesis one call for a complete gardenservice,
that is professionalreliable and friendly. Most of all it is
built around your needs, whether my services be weekly,
fortnightly or monthly, Iʼll alwaysgetthejobdone.

• Paving • Driveways • Decking • GrassCutting
• Fencing• Garden Make Over • Garden Walls
• Pruning • Hedge Cutting • Ponds • Tree Work

And muchmore…
Telephone: 01797364952 Mobile: 07548201324
philsterling06@gmail.com
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With thanks to Top Banana Banners for the design
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CLLR RORY LOVE

High Street traders need
your support
By David Wimble

KentCounty Councillorfor Cheriton, Sandgate, & Hythe East

Action across Cheriton,
Sandgate, & Hythe East
ssfully
Action on Public Services Succe
y&
lobbied to re-open Cheriton Librar
cycling Centre
Shorncliffe Household Waste Re

Action duringCovid Keeping people safe by
distributingsanitiser & PPE to Charity, Volunteer, &
YouthGroups in Cheriton, Hythe, & Folkestone

Action on Local War Memorials Proud to fundenhancements
to Memorials in Hythe & Sandgate honouring our heroes

@CllrRoryLove

Action for Community & YouthProjects Grants for
Community& YouthGroups in Hythe, Sandgate, & Cheriton

A call for local residents to support the High Street shops has
gone out from the ‘Kent High Street Trader’s Association’ who
are also asking smaller independent shops to get online.
At a time when more and more people have relied on
companies like Amazon or other online retailers, concern has
been raised by High Street traders, who currently have been
told to keep their shops shut until the 12th of April.
“People get set in their ways”, Annabel Collins of the High
Street Traders Association told The Looker. “Although many
shops have had help with government grants, for many this
has only just covered the rents that businesses have had to
pay. Put on top of this loss of stock and other costs of having
to furlough shop staff, and still pay for internet, electricity and
gas along with rentals like card machines. Many of the
businesses have to re-stock ready for re-opening and they are
genuinely worried that people will still be over cautious on
returning to the high streets.”
With people already trading from home, some High Street
traders think they have an unfair advantage as they do not
have high rents, rates and other bills, putting their businesses
at a disadvantage straight away.
In our district, there are nearly 50 empty High Street shops in
the Folkestone and Hythe District, compared to around 22
twelve months ago. Many businesses have tried to take
advantage of the Council’s High Street regeneration scheme,
but since the lockdown this scheme has been put on hold, but
it is hoped that the grants will soon start to be processed again.
Despite the warning from the Traders Association, a string of
new shops have started to spring up within the district, which
are offering something different to the traditional shops
including a Vega Food shop and Escape Rooms and The
Looker’s very own second hand model exchange.
Claire Bunny from Sandgate, who is trying to open a new
healthy food shop told The Looker: “Our high streets are
looking quite desolate at the moment, although I know
Folkestone is having a lot of money spent on it and we accept
that shops like Debenhams and Woolworths have not only
gone, but the likes of these bigger shops will never come back.
The one thing we do not want is these spaces being turned
into houses or charity shops. I would love to see more local
shops run by individuals, with their own personality. Smaller
can be better, but the most important thing is for people to
shop local. We all know you can get a deal by shopping
around online, but if we do not use these shops, we will lose
them!”

Website developer Steven French from JMF Web Design told
The Looker; “When I realised England was going into another
long lockdown at the start of December, I was immediately
worried for my friends running independent shops around the
South East. I knew they would be missing all that footfall at
one of the most important times of the year - and I just didn’t
know how they would survive. I decided to offer some very
basic websites just for smaller shops who wanted to be able to
trade online, with very little computer knowledge. Basically, we
have created a virtual high street for independent traders. Web
designers have traded on the fact that unless you know how to
go about building a website, it can be very daunting. We have
all heard stories of people being charged thousands of pounds
and preying on people who know no different, to build a
templated website. We think this is so wrong, when most of
the sites are exactly the same template but with changed
pictures and colour schemes.”
JMF Web Designs sites are popping up across the UK as
bricks and mortar retailers have been forced to develop online
strategies overnight. Since November, his company has built
over 40 websites for the high street and small businesses
including Bookshop, an online antiques shop and an online
Record shop have gone live.
Steven who also built The Looker website along with our sweet
shop site, has just built the new website for The Looker’s new
business: www.thekentmodelexchange.co.uk
He said “David explained to me that he wanted a website
where he could not only list all the new model trains and
accessories, but one that would also list the items on a
Facebook page and Instagram, with one tick of the mouse.”
Steven went on, “With your own website you are never going
to beat Amazon, you’re never going to be as big as Amazon,
but perhaps you could compete on a local basis.”
JMF Web Designs have put together a special deal for
businesses who would like a new website or maybe a
makeover on their own site. To get this special offer, contact
Steve by email: STEVE@JMFWEBDESIGN.CO.UK and ask
about The Looker special web design offer.
Independents certainly need the help. According to recent
data from the Local Data Company, shopping footfall during the
first lockdown was down by 80%. After reopening, it remained
35% down on a year earlier. Research in February suggested
almost a fifth of the UK’s small businesses could go bust within
a month of the re-opening
But the desire to keep independent shops open is robust,
recent research suggests. Working from home has kept people
– and their spending – local. A survey carried out by Visa
found that while three in five shoppers were worried
independent businesses would not survive, four in five said
they were shopping local as much as or more than before the
pandemic.

Action on Road Safety Working to make roads and crossings safer in Saltwood, Cheriton, Shorncliffe, and Hythe

Because actions speak louder than words
Re-elect RORY LOVE on 6th May
forCheriton, Sandgate, & Hythe East
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Are Bustling high streets a thing of the past? The Looker Supports SHOP LOCAL
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SAGA Folkestone HQ Sale
Agreed!

By Jan Holben
SAGA one of the UK’s biggest private employers is moving out of
Bouverie House, Middleburg Square. The huge 1970’s multi story
building right in the middle of Folkestone has been the home of
SAGA for many years – but has now been sold for an undisclosed
amount.
SAGA has two of its HQ in this district, one based in the lovely
Enbrook Park, Sandgate and one in the centre of Folkestone,
Middleburg Square. The Covid pandemic has hit holiday firms
hard, many having to close down. SAGA’s travel and insurance
business has been hit hard too, with its cruise ship operation
suspended in March 2020. These difficult months for the holiday
industry have necessitated a reduction in SAGA’s workforce by
around 300, with the remaining employees working remotely –
thereby making the Bouverie House building surplus to
requirements.
The high rise building was marketed as having amazing views out
to sea and over the North Downs, with parking for 40 cars, and
being adjacent to the NCP car park, with the listing indicating it
could be turned into flats. And – it seemed it wasn’t on the market
for long – with the sale now agreed. With so much regeneration
work going on in the district people have been calling out for more
affordable housing, especially right in the centre of Folkestone. The
SAGA building could offer a mix of affordable and top end flats, with
perhaps a leisure offering as well who knows?
More affordable accommodation would be welcome by many with
demand for social housing much greater than can be provided for FHDC website states;... there are around 1,500 applicants on the
housing list but only approximately 300 homes become available
each year.

R.M.W. Scaffolding
DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL
SCAFFOLDING SPECIALIST
Free Estimates * Competitive Rates

24 Hr Emergency Call Out
365 Days A Year

Over
30Years
Experience
£5million Public
Liability Insurance

Council Approved Contractor
Fast Efficient Service
* All work Guaranteed
C.I.T.B. Construction Skills Registered

The Rotarians –
Together –
Formidable ! !
The Channel Rotary and Folkestone Rotary Clubs with
the motto ‘Service Above Self’ and well known to
Folkestone locals, have been helping communities in
Folkestone and overseas for many years. These clubs
were founded on principles developed over the years to
provide members with a strong, common purpose and
direction which serves as a foundation for relationships
with each other and the action we take in the world.
Never has that common purpose and direction been
more in evidence than through the Covid months.
Earlier this year the Rotary Clubs received a call for
volunteers to help with the roll-out of the vaccine
programme. The response was immediate, and within
24 hours almost 100 members had been signed up as
marshals. Now each site is provided with 35 to 40
marshals every single day as they continue to work
alongside medical professionals in all weathers to
ensure that local people who present for their Covid
jab, get it in a safe and orderly fashion.
This massive undertaking resulted in the two Rotary
clubs being awarded ‘Hero Of The Week’ by Radio
Kent for support to Folkestone Vaccination Centres with
Volunteers and Logistics. Volunteers say they are
thoroughly enjoying the opportunity to support this vital
community project and excess of 17,000 people have
already received their vaccination.
One local said ÒI was invited to have a Covid-19
vaccination at Folkestone Civic Centre (drive through)
at 11am today. I noticed that it was staffed by your
colleagues and I want to express my sincere and
grateful thanks for everything they are doing. It is heartwarming to see such kindness readily given on a very
cold and icy day. I am so grateful to have received my
first jab and so thankful that your colleagues helped
make this possible”.
As the country begins the steady process to come out
of lock-down – new fundraising events to allow the
Rotary Clubs to continue with their great work across
our District and in other countries too, are already being
planned - to bring a bit more fun back into Folkestone –
with a Charity Golf Day in Hythe on 14th May, a Cycle
Ride across Romney Marsh on 4th July and a Triathlon
on the Harbour Arm on 5th September. More information
to follow on these events in due course and available
from websites: https://channelrotary.wordpress.com/ &
http://www.folkestonerotary.org/

Mr Boyd, who has been in the cocktail
industry for the best part of two decades,
is also hoping to be able to offer sixmonth apprenticeships to local young
people in the future

Folkestone
Community
Works brings
cheers to
Business

It’s certainly been a difficult time to open a
business such as Folklore, but the team
has made the most of the situation by
launching a takeaway and delivery
service until they can welcome customers
in properly through the door.
When that happens, the focus has been
on creating a “welcoming hub” for people
to chat with friends, grab a quick coffee or
sit down and work on the laptop during
the day.

Taylor Swift’s chart-topping album wasn’t
the only Folklore introduced to the world
in 2020.
A cocktail bar of the same name – an
unexpected coincidence – also opened its
doors in The Old High Street late last year
thanks to the support of Folkestone
Community Works.
The opening of the premises has been a
David Boyd outside his new establishment
two-year journey for director David Boyd,
who describes the financial support
offered by the programme as “invaluable”. develop the skills of team members. It’s
been a fantastic kick-start and given us
A grant of £3,650 – match-funded by Mr
that financial cushion to take the stress off
Boyd – has been used to purchase
and go that extra mile. We’re currently
equipment including a coffee machine
employing three people but the aim is for
and bar stations.
around seven when restrictions ease, life
goes back to normal, and we hopefully go
He said: “These will be used not only to
from strength to strength.
grow the business but also to help

Meanwhile – the evening will orientate
around hosting events such as open mic
nights, community groups, and
workshops.
Folkestone Community Works was set up
in February 2018 after Folkestone &
Hythe District Council successfully
secured £2.5m from the European
Regional Development Fund and the
European Social Fund.
The money is helping people in the East,
Central and Harbour Wards of Folkestone
build businesses and increase
employment. For more information about
the Folkestone Community Works project,
visit folkestonecommunityworks.com
For more information about Folklore, visit
folklorect20.com

Firmager Funeral Service
“A friendly voice at a difficult time”
• 24hour service
• Prepaid funeral plans
• Home Visits
• Eco Funerals available
• Private Chapels of Rest
• Monumental Mason

Owen House,Fairfield Road,
New Romney,Kent, TN28 8HS
We are located on thesite of Romney Glass.
Plenty of parkingavailable.

To speakto Helen and Ashley
Telephone: 01797369277
firmagerfuneralservice@funeralpartners.co.uk
www.firmagerfuneralservice.co.uk

01797362521• 07947 488606 • 07787 556388
6
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Priory Close, New Romney
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Team Effort
Found Baby
Resting
Place
The story starts as told by Jan Holben:
As often happens I get an unknown
number call me on my mobile. If its a
mobile calling me I will answer – and the
call often starts with, oh is this the
Folkestone cemetery - I smile and say
no, I am not the cemetery – but I do work
with a small volunteer group in the old
cemetery. And then we settle down to an
often very interesting call about finding
the resting place of their relative.
Sometimes the caller is calling from
another country and cannot visit in
person, sometimes the caller is planning
to visit the cemetery so they are doing a
little research before they get here sand
we always help when we can.
On this occasion the caller, Susan, was
telling me about one of her relatives
named Sarah, and asking me if Sarah
was likely to be buried in the old
cemetery. I described the cemetery and
how it was laid out – and using some
information Susan gave me, and after a
short search on Ancestry I was able to
narrow down where her relative was
buried - to my surprise because I often
get lost in Ancestry's random miss
spellings or family sequencing.
Our old cemetery is not a design
masterpiece so it is sometimes not easy
to find individual graves because it looks
the same whichever direction you are
looking in – but using the amazing virtual
Google maps (created by one of our
technically clever volunteers, James) I
was able to point Susan to exactly where
her relative is buried, and of course
offered to take her right there if she
visited the cemetery on one of our
volunteer Saturdays.
Susan then asked me about baby Olive –
was she also buried in the old cemetery
– records are not always perfect for
babies or stillborn children – so I knew I

Romney Marsh From The Air
needed more precise help and I directed
Susan to one of my volunteer colleagues,
Carole who is one of our ace research
volunteers.
The story continues as told by Carole
Moody: A message from Jan arrived in
my inbox. She had found a photo of
Sarah Balmford’s stone for Susan on
Find A Grave. Could I have a look for
Sarah’s baby daughter, Olive?
A quick check on Find A Grave showed
she was in Plot 28 - not good news. This
is a children’s plot with probably less
than 50% stones. However, I promised to
have a look on the ground and also to
check for a buried stone. So, the next
time our morning walk took us to the
cemetery, I located the grave place. Two
rows behind a stone I knew about and
one space to the south.
It didn’t look very promising, no stones to
be seen. I marked it with my flags to get
a photo and then started to probe
around. I did appear to be hitting
something solid about 6 inches down, in
the right area, but couldn’t be sure what it
was. It did seem to be a reasonable
size, so unlikely to be bricks or rubbish, I
thought. We would need some tools to

investigate further, so marked the place
with several sticks and left it for another
day.
A couple of days later, the weather not
being too cold and wet, we armed
ourselves with a spade, trowel, brush etc.
and took our walk in that direction. We
made an exploratory trench in the best
Time Team fashion. We began to hit
stones and bits of brick and I thought that
we might have hit a layer of small stones
that had been on the grave, or the
foundations for a stone. Further careful
digging gradually revealed a flat grey
stone and even better – it had writing on
it. A few minutes work with a water spray
and brush revealed the name – Olive
Balmford and details. Success!
We will need several people to lift the
stone without damaging it, so that will
have to wait until the group can meet
again. In the meantime we have covered
it back up, to preserve it, but we have the
photos as proof and a happy lady who
has been looking for these graves for 20
years.
More information about Folkestone
cemetery at: www.fofc.uk

Photos: John Wimble & John Harmer

Top: Some of the colourful Beach Huts on the foreshore at Littlestone.
The gym and children’s play area are on ‘The Greens’ behind.
Bottom: The headquarters of the ‘Romney, Hythe & Dymchurch Railway’
at Littlestone.
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Basic Gardening Tips
for New Gardeners!
Well the weather has improved out of all recognition! From 7 to 15dC in 10 days. And with the mild temperatures and
sunshine, we are all keen to get out into the fresh air. And
gardening is very good for the soul. Experts tell us that
gardening has a known feel good factor, quite apart from the
exercise and the earthy pleasure of watching things grow. In
many places in the country, community gardens are doing
amazing things for the vulnerable and people with problems.
Where to start. We collected some tools last week. One
interesting point is that if you have inherited a mature
garden, it is worth not doing anything drastic for a year, to
see what actually grows. If you are too ruthless, you might
be digging up some beautiful plant that is dormant at this
time of year.
Weeding.
In an established garden, weeds will have started to grow.
Maybe you don’t know which are weeds and which are bone
fide plants. Weeds are plants you don’t want. The following
you can dig up. Groundsel, dandilions, couch grass,
buttercups, docks, brambles, nettles, wild mustard and ivy.
If you want to find out which these are, you can look up a
plant book, or visit an internet gardening site. We have lived
in 3 varied areas, and every area has a troublesome weed.
In this part of the world, one of our pet hates is a tall plant
with leaves like foxgloves, and blue flower spikes. We call it
borage, but I don’t think that is the correct name. It is quite
pretty in the wild, but will take over you garden, if you don’t
keep it under control. The other is bindweed.
Certain weeds are easy to pull up, like Groundsel, and wild
garlic. Others have roots that go down to the centre of the

We Create
Websites
That Work!

Web Design
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Contact us to start your new project
info@jmfwebdesign.co.uk
07903 128 399
JMF Web Design is a small Kent based web design
company, specialising in creating bespoke websites
that not only look great but also reach your target
audience. We think big and with our years of
experience, we create everything from elegant
portfolios to online shops. As a result, we pride
ourselves on keeping up to date with latest trends
in the industry and cutting-edge technology.
In addition, each website design that we produce
includes unlimited user logins to allow you as well
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to gain you a high website ranking in Google. Our
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earth, and take a lot of digging up! These include docks, that
plant I called borage, dandelions, ivy and brambles and
some buttercups. You have to get your kneeling mat out,
and attack them with first of all, a big fork to loosen the
roots, and then the small fork to ease them out of the soil.
There is a rough grass called couch grass which also has
long troublesome roots, but they spread sideways.
When you are weeding, as a new gardener it is often difficult
to know which roots are weeds, and which are dormant
plants. Roots like pieces of white string are bad news. You
can get rid of those, they belong to bindweed, or couch
grass. Bindweed is likely to be a permanent problem.
However thoroughly you dig of those string like roots, it
comes back, and you just have to keep removing it as it
grows, and digging it up!
Mustard yellow roots belong to nettles, and can be dug up.
When dealing with nettles, I cut them off down low, (with
gardening gloves on, and long sleeves!) and then dig them
up, with a fork. They also travel sideways and you can grab
a root, and give it a pull, and you can sometimes pull out a
foot or 2 of root. The leaves of nettles, of course, are the
nasty part, the opposite to brambles, where the thorns are
the nasty bit. When you are dealing with brambles, cut them
back with secateurs, and then you can cut up the offending
bits, and often transfer them to a barrow, with a light grab
with the secateurs, or leaves. They have determined, deep
roots, so digging them up completely may not be possible,
especially if near trees or shrubs, but you can keep them
from taking over.

Vince
Shelly
The Man on
The Telly
I’ll never forget the first time I saw the promo video for The
Pogues 'Waxie’s Dargle' on (I think) The Tube. It was 1
minute 52 seconds of pure and raucous noise, a hybrid
cacophony of punk and Irish folk sounds.

Johnny Depp and Sinn Feins’ Gerry Adams. MacGowan
speaks freely of his Republican sympathies but also
acknowledges his adopted countries culture which allowed
him to find a voice and a purpose. At least Crock of Gold
takes time to explain MacGowans political sympathies and
at times the film can come across as a historical
documentary.

One of the saddest parts of the film is when MacGowan
states that “He still wants to make great music” His teeth are
sorted but he still bears the scars of a hedonistic lifestyle
and the same infectious hissing laugh. Iit is so easy to
dismiss MacGowan as an alcoholic waster but then you
realise this is MacGowan and his lifestyle is his choice. One
thing you cannot dismiss is that MacGowan is one of the
finest lyricists/poets of his generation and to dismiss him for
his lifestyle or political views is to miss out on a true genius,
flawed or not. Crock of Gold is not to be missed.
My Pogues Top 5 (In no particular order)
Thousands are Sailing - Not a MacGowan song it was
written by lead guitarist Phillip Chevron but without doubt
one of MacGowans finest vocals. Thousands tells the tale of
Irish Immigrants making their way to America and a better
life.
Fairytale of New York - The greatest Christmas song ever
made and while the subject matter may not be in keeping
with traditional Christmas songs its one of the most uplifting
songs ever written and encapsulates the true spirit of
Christmas.
A Rainy Night In Solo - MacGowans words came to life in
this love song. “We watched our friends grow up together.
And we saw them as they fell. Some of them fell into
Heaven. Some of them fell into Hell” Pure MacGowan
magic.

Spring bulbs will be showing by now, but if you come across
a bulb when weeding, just put it back, it may be a summer
flowering plant.

Waxies Dargle - My first introduction to the Pogues. A slice
of Anarchy a-la-Pogues.

Bye for now, happy gardening, and hope this has been
some help.

The Old Main Drag - A beautiful tale of the plight and
descent into hell of a homeless man.
The video was as chaotic as the music and the band, who
were wearing matching American Confederate trench
coats, appeared to be having a race to see who could play
their instrument of choice the quickest. The drummer stood
as he beat out a frantic beat. The female bass player
sneered throughout the video. The tin whistle player, prechorus, smacked himself on the head with a beer tray
before joining in the chorus and playing a manic solo on
his tin whistle. The singer, a look-a-like for Pug from the
Bash Street Kids, spat out his lyrics through a mouthful of
decaying and missing teeth, The lyrics could have been
about anything as they were, in keeping with the spirit of
punk, a string of inaudible sounds. To someone who
proudly proclaimed allegiance to Punk I was immediately
hooked because this was true anarchy in every sense of
the term.
The Pogues soon became a regular visitor to my turntable
as I discovered the many different sub genres to their
music. The band were very good musicians and could
certainly play and at the core of the group was singer
Shane MacGowan. Lennon and McCartney were great
songwriters but MacGowan was a poet who seemed to
excel in telling stories of the unseen, unheard and ignored
from a community that society chose to ignore. The lost
and the down and outs had finally been given a voice.
Crock of Gold: A Few Rounds with Shane MacGowan
takes us into the world of MacGowan from his early and
impoverished childhood in a colourful Irish community. We
learn that MacGowan first started drinking at the age of 5
and has carried on since. We learn of his flirtation with
drugs and his desperate attempts to fit into a society
renowned for a weariness of anything Irish and that was
prone to bouts of ‘Paddy Bashing’ Punk gave MacGowan a
sense of belonging and an outlet and while he flirted with
Punk he was desperate to return to his Irish musical roots.
The Pogues provided that outlet.
This isn’t a rags to riches story more a rags to rags tale
and its a tale steeped in Irish roots where drinking and
music go hand in hand. MacGowans story is told through a
series of interviews which include amongst others actor
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Memory Lane
By Vince Shelly
Today's trip down memory lane takes us to 1970 and a craze
that lasted just a few months but gave us a grounding in the art
of collecting that would serve us well throughout our
childhoods.
1970 was a golden year British golfer Tony Jacklin won the US
Open, Gay Trip won the Grand National and Kent won the
County Championship in Cricket. It was also a classic football
season with Everton winning the league title and Chelsea and
Leeds producing one of the all-time greatest FA Cup finals with
Chelsea edging the replay 2-1 at Old Trafford after a 2-2 draw
at Wembley. The 1970 World Cup in Mexico also saw one of
the greatest World Cup competitions won by one of the
greatest ever teams Brazil.

The 1970 World Cup was special in that England went into the
finals as defending champions and as defending champions we
went into the finals confident of defending the trophy. World
Cup fever had taken over the country and everyone was
singing the cringeworthy Back Home, which the English team
had taken to the top of the charts, knocking Spirit in the Sky by
Norman Greenbaum off of the top spot in the process. The
England squad appeared on Top of the Pops in dinner suits
and bow ties looking (suit)ably embarrassed and belting out the
new anthem. Bobby Charlton just about cracked a smile, while
brother Jackie was, well Jackie. Bobby Moore looked like he
was fulfilling a life time's ambition such was his beaming smile
and over enthusiastic approach. A bespectacled Nobby Stiles,
looked like the team's accountant, who had wandered into the
recording by mistake. Then there is Peter Bonetti singing
through gritted teeth and looking like a rabbit caught in the
headlights (Perhaps he knew what was coming in Mexico)
Thankfully Skinner and Baddiel's Three Lions and New Orders'
World in Motion have raised standards for the World Cup song
(sadly the team's performances haven't matched those
standards) and Back Home is all but a distant memory of
another glorious and epic failure. Anyway, I digressed so back
to the story. With the country in the grips of World Cup fever
petrol giant Esso added an additional layer to the excitement
with the 1970 World Cup coin.

intimidation, then it may have worked although it remains to be
seen if Pele has a set of Esso coins in his loft. Norman Hunter
was intimidating enough however; his Esso coin was pure evil.
Terrifying or not it was my duty to complete the collection even
if it meant not examining the coins before bedtime.
My Father was happy to start my collection providing me with a
folder and a few coins but not enough in my opinion so me and
my other collectors got together to form a war committee. Billy
Payne, my next-door neighbour and four years older than me,
came up with the idea of hitting the petrol stations (no, no not
robbing them, what do you take me for) The plan was for us to
descend on our local Esso garage, like Fagan's army of
delinquents, and persuade motorists to hand over their
unwanted coins. This was a fantastic idea and me being the
youngest, with an angelic charm and gift of the gab (I know I've
still got it and modesty too) would be thrust in front of motorists
with a "Please sir, have you got any spare coins" Ok you know
me so well and it was played out "Oi mate can I have your
Esso coins" The smile that followed would usually result in the
kindly motorist handing over coin or coins. There were a few
occasions when the response wasn't so friendly but then
neither was my reply (My parents would have been so proud)
Now this meant we had a steady supply of coins coming in and
once divvied up and our 'shift' finished we would rush home to
open them. It was decided not to open them at the garage just
in case one of us managed to obtain an elusive coin causing
arguments or fights amongst each other. We still had 'Swop
meets' before shifts and I held court in the playground of
Comber Grove but you had to be weary of the older boys who
would kindly look after your coins and of course never return
them. I am sure that many a stockbroking career began in a
playground or two "Brian Labone, I've got a Brian Labone. I'm
looking for a Keith Newton in return"
While our folders filled up slowly. the addiction grew and grew
and at this point we decided to go big.
Can I just add a disclaimer at this
point and that is 'Please, please,
please never ever attempt this'
and when I say we went big we
decided to, for want of a better
term, accost the lorry drivers.
We had decided the bigger the
tank, the more coins so that's
what we did and I'm pleased to
report that I'm still here to tell the
story although the thought of my
own children following in their
Father's footsteps would fill me with
complete fear and trepidation. I did however, complete the
collection in fact we all did and some went on to complete two
collections as we became quite blase towards our fellow
collectors "You need Peter Bonetti, I've got two but I don't need
any swops"

So, once we had completed our collections, we went back to
playing football and trying to recreate the memorable moments
of the 70 World Cup. Any decent tackle was followed by a loud
shout of 'Moore' and any goal produced a loud 'Jairzinho'
Stunning saves were called 'Banks' while any goalkeeping
mistakes sadly became 'Bonetti's' The coins remained on
The concept was simple, the execution sheer genius. Go to
display until the conclusion of the World Cup and then they
Esso, fill up your tank 6s 8d a litre (33p) pay your money and
receive a sealed World Cup coin, which when opened would be were dispatched to the top of the wardrobe where Norman
Hunter was left to intimidate the spiders and the flies. For the
placed in your Blue Esso World cup folder. The impressive
record despite losing to Brazil in the group stages England
cardboard folder contained thirty spaces with the names of
were on course for the final and leading West Germany 2-0 in
thirty England players listed at the side or as Esso proudly
the quarter finals when Sir Alf decided to substitute and rest
claimed; The inner circle of this card is intended to hold the
Bobby Charlton and Martin Peters for the semi-finals. With
England team - the eleven men finally selected to defend the
Charlton off the pitch 'der Kaiser' Franz Beckenbauer took over
World Cup in Mexico. Wow! This was inspiring stuff, think Roy
and led the Germans to a 3-2 win after extra time. The
of the Rovers, Richard the III and Winston Churchill and as a
Germans lost to the Italians in the semis before the imperious
young (7 years old) football fan it was my duty to complete the
Brazilians with talisman Pele destroyed the Italians 4-1 in the
collection. "Back Home, we'll be filling our folder"
final.
The royal blue folder was majestic in its presentation carrying
its bold statements and hopefully in time a full set of coins. The I sadly no longer have the coins but have been tempted by the
collections being sold on eBay. I have however always resisted
coins however, weren't as impressive. The silvery tinny coins
on the basis that they would be tainted because the glory was
featured the players name at the top and their signature at the
bottom, informative that ticks the box. The centrepiece featured not in completing the collection but the actual collecting of the
the player in an off-centre side pose but someone, somewhere, coins and for that reason alone the memories will suffice. As for
decided that each player should be bereft of eyes and the scary the disappointment of the World Cup and England's exit, I
wasn't too bothered, well we won it in 66' we will win it again,
eyeless and sightless players looked quite sinister and
terrifying. If it had been decided to use the coins as a means of won't we?
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MRS P’s
Diary

Community Garden –
Patience!

The taxi drivers are now seeing me
as competition. The large wire
basket on the back of my trike
was eyed suspiciously as I
passed the queue of cars at the
rank. “Self sufficient are you now” one called. I
replied that if he really thought I could fit auntie
and her bags in the basket he was deluded.

by Leonie Wootton – Sandgate Society

I offered to take her for a spin the other day
and although she couldn’t resist it she had a lot
of trouble getting both legs tucked in. I was
ordered to stop while she attempted to rescue
the left one that dangled dangerously over the
edge.
I pointed out that I hadn’t actually moved as
the weight in the back was weighing me
down…
She sniffed, clambered out and decided to
take a bus. So no threat to the taxis then.
Mr P would be a different story as he is so frail.
But he has so far declined my offer to take him
out for a drop of fresh air. I even said we could
look for lost book matches that may need
gluing into their little books…
I have bought a retro pink floral overall for my
household duties. I have told him that when I’m
wearing the overall all requests will be
considered. If I’m not don’t even ask for a
coffee as refusal may offend. It is a strong
visual signal as he is also now very deaf. If he
lose his eyesight as well then I will have to do
it by touch.
Wet for yes dry for forget it. Let’s hope it
doesn’t come to that or the matches could end
up anywhere.
Anyway it seems possible that we may be
getting some freedoms back shortly. The
vaccine seems like the get out of jail card.
Although this seems more like monotony than
Monopoly.
Stay safe.

More trays of seeds got sown in the warmth of the Saturday sunshine in
the garden, so we now have hundreds of seeds and seedlings on the go.
However, all of them are pretty hardy and early varieties that can cope
with some cold. First thing in the morning the trays of seedlings get put
out into cold frames and mini greenhouses, and are taken indoors at
night time when the temperature drops. That way, the plants make some
good steady growth and when they are around four weeks old, should be
able to be planted out in the garden, covered with fleece, as long as the
temperatures in the local weather forecast are not too low.
We have some plants ready and waiting to go out now, but this weekend
says the nights are too cold and they will have to wait a little longer. It is
all about being patient, keeping an eye on the weather, as well as making
judgements about how strong the plants are. Patience being the
operative word!! So many citizens of Sandgate have been telling us
about how well they are doing with getting all the seeds in the ground,
outside, with no protection, expecting them to oblige by growing.
Sometimes you get lucky, but we can still get heavy frosts and even snow
as late as Easter, and plants can catch up and overtake earlier sowings
because their growth has not been checked by the cold. We have also
had tales of annuals romping away in the greenhouse, growing well, but
when we are asked when the plants can safely go outside (probably not
until at least May), there is then the realisation that these plants will have
to be kept under glass, watered, and moved on into much larger pots to
be able to survive in good condition until then, by which time they
resemble triffids. Patience!
The temperature this winter
has made a difference to the
garden. Last year we had
annuals such as nasturtiums
and nicotiana coming into
flower – all have been lost as
well as the autumn peas, even
the broad beans have taken a
battering. However many
gardens have lost their broad
beans altogether so we count
ourselves lucky there. The
temperatures were low, but
not as low as in other parts of the country or even county. There were
concerns about the goji berries to see if they survived but you can see
from one of the pictures below that they are sending out good strong
shoots. There is also a picture showing the new shoots of the autumn
raspberries coming through. We will have to be careful not to hoe them
off! Autumn raspberries are different to summer in that they fruit on the
new stems which grow fresh in the spring, and may not need support,
whereas summer raspberries fruit on the stems which grew in the
previous summer and usually need to be tied into a frame.
Not enough rain to fill the pond so we cannot report back on if the repair
has worked yet! Happily all the jobs on the list for this week did get done,
to include the turning of the compost bins, the planting of more fruit trees
at Fremantle Park, and the application of a good amount of fresh

Computer Maintenance
and Repair

by Local People
Having problems with your IT?
Computer not working as it used to? If your computer is running slow, or even if it seems dead....
We can help!
ContactThe Computer

People Now for a Free, No ObligationQuotation

Church Approach, New Romney, Kent, TN28 8AS
Shop: 01797 363385 Ali: 07802 470 675 Dave: 07970 804 060

enquiries@thecomputerpeopleltd.co.uk

compost at Golden Valley shops and more weeding.
There was even time to help out with a big tidy and
litter pick behind the shops, as well as revamp the
Meadowbrook and Chichester Road alleyway with a
generous dollop of compost and some new
plantings of some soft fruit bushes. Phew!
What’s next?: Keep checking on the pond for a
repair status, More sowings of herbs, lettuce,
spinach and spring onions, Keep looking for pesky
infestations of sycamore seedlings!, Water the new
planting at the alleyway – label, Finish the wiring of
the posts along the wall, Find slates/stones for
making new signs, Keep all plant pots watered if dry,
Divide hostas if they are growing, Start work on one
of the greens in the High Street.
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Zoe’s Kitchen
Potato & Spring Onion
Breakfast Pancakes

½ tsp bicarbonate of soda
3 large eggs
5 tbsp milk
3 spring onions , finely chopped
2 tsp sunflower oil , plus extra if needed
knob of butter
6 rashers streaky bacon (smoked or unsmoked)

Napier Barracks – ‘This
Shocking Report’
by Jan Holben
Following the fire at Napier Barracks, after which 14 men were
taken into custody, with one being charged to appear at
Canterbury Crown Court. A number of men were moved to
different accommodation – some to hotels, some further away
to accommodation in Kingston. One man who had been the
victim of torture was also urgently rehoused.
Since the fire a letter has been delivered
to residents surrounding Napier
Barracks, from the Home Office and
signed by MP Damian Collins and
Leader Cllr David Monk - “We think it is
important that the Home Office
explains to residents about the
ongoing developments at the
site they live near. The Home
Office took the decision to
house asylum seekers in
Napier Barracks back in September 2020. We have since
highlighted concerns about the lack of consultation, lack
of communication, the time claims are taking to process
and we question the suitability of the barracks for this
purpose”.

Solitary confinement room
Yvette Cooper, chair of the home affairs select committee, said
the preliminary findings were damning. “This shocking report
from the ICIBI shows just how unsuitable, unsafe and
inappropriate this accommodation was for long-term
accommodation in a pandemic.”.
A Home Office spokesperson said; “During these
unprecedented times we have met out statutory duty to provide
asylum seekers, who would otherwise be destitute, with
suitable accommodation and three meals a day all paid for by
the British taxpayer.
“We expect the highest possible standards from our service
providers and have instructed them to make improvements at
the site” - there are currently now only around 60 asylum
seekers in Napier Barracks.

This week our Editor David Wimble shares one of his favourite
early morning tasty bites....
This is one of my favourite things to cook for a Sunday morning
late breakfast. Something that packs a punch of flavours for all
the right reasons.

Method
STEP 1
Put the potatoes in a large pan of salted water and boil until
tender. Drain well, tip back into the pan, shake for 1 min over a
gentle heat to dry them off, then mash and leave to cool.

Sometimes I make a bubble and squeak, but this is this recipe
is the posh alternative and tastes great. Although the traditional STEP 2
Put the cooled mash in a bowl with the flour and bicarb. Whisk
serving is with streaky bacon and a fried egg. I also love to
make a stack of them and have with Salmon and poached egg 1 egg with the milk, season, tip into the bowl and whisk until
smooth. Stir in the spring onions, reserving some to serve.
Preparation and cooking time
STEP 3
Prep:15 mins
In a non-stick frying pan, heat half the oil and butter until
Cook:30 mins (plus cooling)
sizzling, then spoon in half the pancake batter to make 3
Easy
pancakes. Cook for 1 min or so on each side until browned and
Serves 2 (makes 6 pancakes)
set underneath, then flip and cook the other side. Keep warm
This Irish-inspired breakfast, brunch or alternative side dish is
in the oven while you make 3 more pancakes.
based on 'boxty', or potato cakes
Ingredients
140g floury potatoes (weighed after peeling), cut into large
chunks
50g self-raising flour

STEP 4
Wipe out the pan, add the bacon and sizzle until almost crisp.
Push to one side and crack in the 2 remaining eggs – with a
splash more oil if needed. Fry to your liking, then serve with the
pancakes and bacon, sprinkled with the remaining spring
onions.

Sterry Funeral Service

Inside barracks showing blanket segregation
Following this the Independent Chief Inspector of Borders and
Immigration and Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Prisons visited
Napier Barracks, and Penally Camp in Wales, to assess the
suitability for these barracks to be used as accommodation for
immigrants. They reported that both sites were run down with
cramped, communal conditions – such that “once one person
was infected with Covid a large scale outbreak was virtually
inevitable”. Throughout January and February almost half of the
400 people in Napier had tested positive for the virus, there
were later reports that one man suffered with leukaemia and
one had TB.
Many men said they suffered with depression, and a survey
found that many had mental health problems, with a third
having felt suicidal. The fire itself caused some of the men to
become frightened – with one saying “I felt really unsafe and it
really traumatised me, seeing the fire, seeing the fear in
everyone’s eyes”.
Amongst the complaints from the men was that they had been
told their asylum request would take only weeks to process, but
the reality was that it was taking months. They also felt as if
they were imprisoned by the barbed wire fencing surrounding
the camp and the on site guards. They said that these
conditions, and not knowing when their cases would be heard
had allowed the situation to boil over resulting in the fire.

Proudly serving your local community since 2003
Sterry Funeral Service are here to support and guide you. We offer a
friendly, professional service to families.
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CT19 4HE
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Prepaid funeral plans

Call us for immediate support, advice or to arrange a
home visit. We are here to help 24 hours a day.
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Marsh Memories
Bank Robberies in
New Romney
There have been a couple of bank robberies in New Romney over
the years, both at the NatWest Bank that was in the High Street but
which is no longer in the town. The last incident was in 2005 when a
gang stole a JCB from the mains drainage works site in Rolfe Lane.
As you can see from the photographs, they made quite a mess!
The previous attempt was in broad daylight nearly 30 years earlier
when a conventional ‘walk-in’ robbery at the branch took place. It
was August 1976 at the then National Westminster Bank. During the
raid, an estimated £20,000 was taken and a security guard was shot
in the leg. Five men had burst into the bank just after it opened at
9.30 a.m. in the morning and threatened customers who were in the
bank at the time.
They carried pistols and a sawn-off shotgun, wore balaclava helmets
and shots were fired as they ran from the bank. They leapt into a
get-away van that was later found abandoned in Rolfe Lane, less
than a mile from the robbery. The security guard, Ernest Westgrath
from Folkestone who worked for Securicor, was taken to hospital to
have pellets removed from his leg. The bank was closed whilst
police carried out an investigation and customers were told to use
Lloyds Bank that was nearby.
Eye-witnesses told of their reaction to the incident. Frank Cooper,
who worked at Knights the Butchers nearby, said he saw the gang
run past his shop as they made an escape. One of them was holding
a gun and he had a bundle of notes under his arm. Ken Rolfe in the
Ironmongers next door said a man rushed into the shop saying the
bank was being robbed. The men fired shots into the road as they
escaped along the High Street. Mark Diblicek from St. Mary-in-the
Marsh was standing opposite when the robbery occurred. He said
that one of the men dropped his jacket that was later recovered by
the police.

Church Round-Up Budgeting Tips
By June Gooch

9.3.21. With the first tentative steps towards a version of
normality and the children back in the classroom, local
churches are looking at the possibility of having an Easter
day service. Easter Sunday is the most important day in
the Christian year, celebrating the Risen Christ.
Lydd and Greatstone, Snargate, and Romney Marsh
Community Church are all planning a service for Easter
Morning. This will still be under all the regular Covid
regulations, with no singing, social distancing and mask
wearing. Where a communion service is involved it will be
wafer only. Other churches may be planning an Easter
service, so check notice boards.
RM Community Church has continued to record a
service, with heavy involvement of the whole church. This
is recorded on YouTube, and watched by many. A
maximum of 25 people will meet for the service on Easter
morning, with social distancing, and mask wearing. They
will watch the recorded service, but of course it can be
paused for times of prayer etc. Depending on government
rules at the time, it is hoped to make this a regular service.
With different people coming each time, so everyone who
wishes to, has a turn.
To prepare for the spirit of Easter, during Holy week, the
church is planning a “cross” safari, with members of the
church having a cross in their gardens, and a map will be
issued so people can walk around and visit the crosses.
This can be done at any time during the week.
FOOD BANKS
These are continuing as before, but with a delivery only
service. If you are struggling to feed yourself or your
family (and it applies to single people and couples, not just
people with children) RING DEBBIE, FOOD BANK
manager, on 07913 573403, to explain your problem. The
food will be delivered to your home. You can have 3 days
supply of dried and tinned food, and help in other ways, if
your problems need to be referred to another agency.
If you cannot get through on that number, ring the RMCC
number 01797 366855, during weekday mornings, or Rev
Chris in Lydd on 01797 320345. Ring before 11am on the
day of the food bank, which is Tuesdays in New Romney,
and Fridays in Lydd.
Warehouse Appeal. For those who are regular donors,
the warehouse is running low. In New Romney, donations
can be left at the community church on North Street, on
weekday mornings. Ring the above number, so the church
secretary is expecting you, and can let you in. You can
also ring Debbie’s number and the food bank can take
donations to cover anything you would like to donate.
Pressing needs at the moment are Cereal, UHT milk,
pasta sauce, tinned meat and fish, soups, coffee, Nappies
size 5 or 6, washing tablets, washing up liquid, and toilet
rolls. Some supermarkets also have a donations point for
the food bank.
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As a retired nurse, the most ridiculous modern idea is that washing needs to
be sterilised! Remember, very little in the world around you is sterile. Most of
your body systems are not sterile spaces. The respiratory system, urinary
system, reproductive system, and gut are all open to the air, and in fact
contain millions of microbes which are vital to our well -being. Five minutes
after you have sterilised a working top, it will begin to attract microbes from
the air.
Cold and Flu rates this winter, have been very low, simply because we are
not mixing. Immunologists have expressed a worry that our immune systems
may not be working so well in coming years, simply because they have not
been used! A top Immunologist has said that “Socially clean is clean enough”
meaning if a surface is clean to the naked eye, it is clean enough in normal
life. Only 10% of the microbes around us are potentially dangerous, and most
of those are fought off by our immune systems. Most of us would be horrified
by the number of “germs” we carry about in our systems, but are fought off by
healthy immune systems.
Back to Spring cleaning. With the long days, sunshine, and spring flowers
appearing everywhere, we are all feeling more lively, and wanting to get on
with life. We maybe don’t do “Spring cleaning” like our grannies did, with all
the blankets and nets washed, curtains changed to the summer ones, mats
and squares of carpet taken up, and beaten on the line, with a carpet beater!
But we may want to have a bit of clean round, now the sunshine is showing
up all the dust, smears, cobwebs and rain spattered windows. But don’t feel
tempted to think you have to spend a lot of money. Cleaning stuff is a multimillion pound industry, and you can save money by being discerning. You
don’t need 20 different sprays in your cupboard. Consumer programmes, are
constantly showing us that, in fact, many of them contain the same
ingredients, despite the nonsense adverts!
You may feel they are going to save you time and effort. Does it really? I’m a
great believer in Cif cream cleaner and a dishcloth, and there are few jobs, it
can’t tackle. I would challenge anyone to clean a bathroom sink more quickly
with a spray, than a squirt of cream cleaner and a dishcloth. Takes less than a
minute, including the rinse around! One word of warning, buy good quality.
Cheap cream cleaner is worse than useless.
The same with windows. Do you need a fancy spray? A window leather is the
most efficient way of cleaning windows. The price of a good one may make
you gasp, but it will last you about 15 years! In that time you will have bought
a lot of bottles of spray. Once you have your window leather, all you need is
warm water. Soak your window leather thoroughly, and then wring it out, and it
is ready to use. When you have finished with it, dry it off, and roll it up into an
empty jam jar. Your kids will be grown up before you need another one. It can
also be used on mirrors, and all glass surfaces, and your computer screen.
Very gently, and well wrung out, of course.

Wit and Wisdom.
A light exists in the Spring not present in the year at any
other period. Emily Dickinson.

So happy Spring cleaning, you really can keep costs to a minimum and still
have a sparkly home.

A church choir was practising a new anthem. The
choirmaster said to the trebles. “Now, don’t forget, when
the tenors reach “The Gates of Hell” you come in”
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Because of the pandemic, we may have become a bit neurotic about
cleaning, but hopefully this year will see the worst of the pandemic over. So
don’t feel you have to carry on cleaning like your kitchen like it is an operating
theatre. Doctors often mention the dangers of being too clean in modern life,
so that our immune systems never get to develop properly, because we are
so risk averse with microbes. Atopic diseases are increasing, asthma,
eczema, hay fever and allergies. Children from farm backgrounds have the
lowest rates of atopic disease. They are so used to animals and muck, and
arable crops, their immune systems are in tip top shape! They get plenty of
fresh air, and sunshine enhancing vitamin D, which all helps their immune
systems.

Many surfaces that need cleaning can be wiped down with soapy water, made
with washing up liquid. There seem to be a lot of fancy artificial cloths around,
but are they needed? All synthetic cloths, are adding to landfill and the
excess of plastic particles in our rivers and oceans. Old fashion cotton
dishcloths decompose into the environment naturally at the end of their lives.
In the meantime, when they get grey and smelly, dry them off, accumulate
them, and put together in a hot wash now and again.

Church chuckle.

ALLIANCE

Spring cleaning
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